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DEMOCRATIC

CITIZENSHIP

AND THE

FUTURE OF

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

Gregory Albo

Genuine management is a continuous and complex process o[ information
and negotiation which goes on until some general and always negotiable
agreement is reached. The supposed 'right of management' to ignore, abort
or override this difficult process is false to the core. For this now is
the general interest: that people working hard at their jobs should not be
exposed to these operations of capital and the state, disguised as 'the right
to manage'.

Raymond Williamsl

There is no point denying it: for the past decade a great curmoil has been
reshaping the public sector in the image of competitive individualism. Hardly
a public service or agency remains untouched by the 'markedzing' of the
state sector. Public goods that were previously free, such as national parks
and museums, now impose substantial user Ges on visitors. State research
bodies have been converted into 'cost-recovery'economic consultancies bidding
for contracts from their former line departments. Universal entitlement pro-
grams for the poor are being redesigned as 'targeted assistance packages'with
individualized'bonus incentives' for re-entry into the labour market. The list
could be extended effortlessly. The words 'empowerment' and 'social sol-
idariry'are invoked as often today with reference to market choices and chariry
as they are in the context of democratic citizenship and equaliry.
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The Public-Sector lmpasse

How did this shift in the conception and administration of the state come
about? First of all, it should be made clear, the 'downsizing' and 'marketizing'

of the public sector have hardly made it more efficient or accountable. The
public sector remains stuck in a long-term crisis of fiscal resources, admin-
istrative structure, and service delivery. The marketization of the public sector
has compounded these problems: it has not resolved them. The root causes
lie much deeper.

The first cause, of course, is the inadequary of state finances. Structural
public-sector deficits have been interwoven with the crisis of capitalist pro-
duction. As the rate of economic growth has collapsed from the post-war
'golden age', tax revenues have fallen off. Yet at the same time demand
for public expenditures has increased as a result of mounting dole queues,
an aging population, and new needs in education and training. So, for example,
the net federal public debt as a proportion of annual output in Canada has
virtually tripled since the early 1970s, remorselessly rising every year since
7974.2 Similarly, American federal finances show a striking imbalance, even
though public infrastructure and social provisions have been allowed to dete-
riorate shockingly during the Reagan-Bush era. Even the social democratic
haven of Sweden has not escaped the crisis: since the 1980s govemments of
both the left and the right have dedicated themselves to restraint in public
finances, with the new conservative government vigorously launched on a
priv atrzatron campai gn.

The fiscal crisis, moreover, is reversing even the modest redistribudve efforts
of the welfare state. Transfers in income and kind to the less advantaged
have fallen consistently in real terms through the 1980s across all the advanced
capitalist countries. Yet taxes also have become sharply regressive, shifting
from corporate and graduated personal income taxes to flat-rate consumption
taxes, without a parallel shift in low-income tax credits. The same global
competitive pressures causing a decline in state revenues and services have
led to a competitive bidding-down of tax rates on the holders of wealth.
The political incapaciry of citizens' movements to defend collective services
by forcing the state to raise taxes, particularly on the owners of productive
assets, has meant that the fiscal crisis continues to be met by calls for restraint
and 'market efficiency'in public spending.

The conflicting orgarizational basis of the state is a second factor upsetting
the public sector. Democracy is above all about popular rule, equaliry, and
active citizenshipi /et the public sector is organized as a hierarchical, quasi-
military chain of control, rules, and regulations for the distribution of public
goods and services. This dual structure is rifb with contradictions, and in-
creasingly incompatible with an educated citizenry. State workers enjoy limited
civil and political rights; the very name 'public servant' points to the anti-
democratic nature of their orgarizational position. Yet they are charged with
implementing the 'democratic will of the people'. The public domain has
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exPanded to meet basic needs with respect to health care, education, and
housing as rights of citizenship, but seldom involves the active input of the
popular classes in the design and control of these programs. The modern
state has depended, 

-as 
a basic operational rule, on monopolizing knowledge

in the hands of professional experts-lawyers, docto.r, ,oii"l *olk .r-*hl,
instead of contributing to independence and choice, ofren control their 'clients'
by fostering dependency upon expertise. lndeed, it is startling how infrequently
public-sector managers and programs acrually vennrre into i"panding the de-
liberative and self-management capacities essential to democratic citizenship.

The third cause has its origins outside the state sector, but is the counte.poittt
to the other two. Citizens elect representatives to preside over a state ma;hine
that delivers public services to varied constituencies. The struggle of popular
movements flor a more egalitarian, participatory demo cracy h"s unsettl.J thit
view of the public sector. Citizen movements, including labour movements,
have struggled to expand the conception of 'popula. 

^1.' 
beyond the normal

four-year rycle of electing representatives. Central to this siruggle has been
a re-concePtion of citizenship, beyond the confined meaning of legal status
for the exercise of the franchise within a nation-state. Rath.r, pop*l"r move-
ments tend to emphasize (at least implicitly) a notion of 'democritii citizenship'
in the sense of equal entitlement to the consumption of collective goodr 

"ndservices, and the right of participation and control over the planning, ad-
ministration, and distribution of these same goods and services. Environmental
movements, for example , want as active a role in the enforcement of pollution
standards as in their formation. The women's movement claims the capaciry
and right to control women's communiry health clinics as part of the public
health system. The labour movement struggles to impor. pr.tbli. accountabiliry
and control over the
of citizenship clashes
and the bureaucratic
racies.

use of productive assets. A developmental conception
with the principles of distribution of a market economy
administration traditionally central to capitalist democ-

The crisis of the public sector, therefore, has complex and diverse roots.
The passing of the traditional relationship between paternalistic stare and in-
dividual citizen symbolizes the transition. There are three alternatives for
public-sector restruchrring, each with its own response to the impasse: con-
tinued marketization, a return to technocratic management and proGssional
accountabiliry, or a democratization of administration. As the following anal-
ysis will suggest, it is unlikely that we can begin to find a route out of
the public-sector crisis without the third of these alternatives: a democratization
of its administrative structure, or, as Raymond Williams puts it, the securing
by cttizen and labour movements of 'the right to manage'.

Controlling the Administrative Machine

It is fashionable these days to point to the liberal optimism of Keynesianism
and rational management theory as the source of the overdevelopment of
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the state sector in the post-war period, and to conclude that a smaller, market-
oriented state is therefore in order. Not only is this view a gross oversim-
plification of the actual history of state intervention, but it is also an im-
poverished account of the evolution of the modern state. The failings of the
post-war state can more accurately be traced to the pessimism of ruling elites
concerning democrary. Instead of expanding mechanisms of popular control,
political and administrative elites have imposed rules and regulations to ensure
their control of the administrative machine and to insulate the state from
popular pressures and direct forms of accountabiliry.

The fortifications guarding against popular control date back to the ra-
tionalization of public administration in the late nineteenth cenrury. The
popular-democratic struggles of the early socialist movement sought to wrest
control of the state strucnrre from aristocratic elites and compel the admin-
istration to be accountable to directly elected parliaments. The achievement
of the universal franchise and responsible government, with notable exceptions
for racial minorities and the mentally disabled, largely completed the insti-
tutions of 'representative democrary as we know it'. Democratic citizenship
came to be equated, more or less, with the popular election of peoples' ..p-
resentatives at set intervals. who would then hold the administrative machine
accountable for implementing the electoral manifesto of the political parry
supported by a pluraliry of voters.3

The imposition of 'parliamentary control' over the state, however, had
a paradoxical outcome: it also entailed the systematization of the organizational
stnrcture and bureaucratic rules that distanced the administrative machine from
the direct popular control envisioned by democratic reformers as diverse as
Marx and tvtill. Two guiding principles, broadly speaking, became central
to controlling the public sector.

The first is commonly called the Westminster model of accountabiliry (al-
though similar notions of accountabiliry apply to both parliamentary and pres-
idential systems). [n essence, 'accountabiliry'simply means that individual ad-
ministrators explain and accept responsibiliry for their actions, and those of
their subordinates, brfo" other administrators.ln the Westminster model the prin-
ciple is generalized, extending from front-line workers to senior officials to
ministers, who are ultimately held accountable by elected representatives in
parliament. By cleariy defining areas of responsibiliry for each office, it is
contended, this model creates a closed loop of democratic accountabiliry with
the administrative machine ultimately controlled by the electorate through
intermittent elections. As one authoritative text asserts: 'The [administrative]
portion of the state is in a strict constirutional sense an agent for executing
purposes . . . it is an organization for implementing goals, not for sening
them.'4

Public administration developed a corollary to accountability. This was the
thesis, which might be called the'Woodrow Wilson principle, after its famous
author, that 'politics should be separated from administration'.S Representative
institutions would deliberate about policy, and a politically-neutral bureaucracy
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would execute these decisions. Numerous writers have noted rthat separating
politics from administration is, of course, a principle most often honoured
in the breach: politicians regularly interfere in administration to favour con-
stituents, and public officials consistently lobby for their own favoured poliry
courses. Nonetheless, it has been as necessary and as an enduring myth as
strict vertical accountabiliry from front-line workers to parliament. With these
two principles in place, it could be contended that democratic control was
legitimate and ensured by 'control from above', while the machinery and
programs of the state were protected from the intemperate demands of citizens'
movements for 'conffol from below'.

The centraliry of 'control from above', as much (if not more) by admin-
istrative elites than by elected representatives, had the effect of rationalizing
the bureaucratic machine. As Max 

'Weber 
noted, an emerging set of char-

acteristics could be observed: appointment by merit rather than by patronage;
impersonal standard operating procedures replacing arbitrary allogation of pub-
lic goods; a hierarchical, speciahzed division of labour into 'offices', with
power concentrated 'at the top'; the rise of the expert to counter the popular
opinion of representatives; layers of financial controls to ensure accountabiliry
for expendirures; and pervasive secrecy to limit public scrutiny of internal

decision-making processes. Modernization of the state became equated wit[
bureaucratic administration, or 'control from above'. 'Weber's gloomy forecast
for democracy was based on the inevitabiliry of this iron cage:

The ruled, for their part, cannot dispense with or replace the bureaucratic
apparafus of authority once it exists. . . . If the official stops working, or if
his work is forcefully interrupted, chaos results, and it is difficult to improvise
replacements from among the governed who are fit to master such chaos. This
holds for public administration as well as for private economic management.
More and more the material fate of the masses depends upon the steady and
correct functioning o[ the increasingly bureaucratic organizations o[ private
capitalism. The idea of eliminating these organizations becomes more and more
utopian.6

The growth of post-war entitlements, brought about by working-class mo-
bilizations to develop the welfare'state, added new layers to bureaucratic ad-
ministration. As the state sector expanded to meet these commitments, so
too did the span of control of individual ministries, both horizontally and
vertically, as the number of programs multiplied and the distance between
the control apex and the front-line worker increased. With the main orgarizing
principles of the public sector being value-neutraliry and control through ver-
tical accountabiliry to superiors, service delivery within the welfare state in-
evitably became a matter of standardized processing of cases, whether the
cases were hospital patients, welfare claimants, or industrial subsidy appli-
cations.

Even when the public sector delivered its goods and services with greater
efficiency than the market, as it often did, citizens could do little to affect

-/
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the acrual operation of public institutions except to grumble about stifling
'red tdpe'. State officials were in charge, and they would ensure that the
standard rights and services associated with citizenship were provided with
due haste, and in multiple copies. Joseph Schumpeter, more than any other
.o--.it)tor, realistically depicted, and advocated, the organtzatronal basis
of 'actually existing representative instirudons':

. . . the success of democracy is that the effective range of political decision
should not be extended too far. . . . It is not enough that the bureaucracy
should be efficient in current adrninistration and competent to give advice.
It must also be strong enough to guide and, if need be, to instruct the politicians
who head the ministries. . . . It must be a power in its own right.T

As Schumpeter projected, the dominance of the administrative machine, and
the marginalization of 'the people' in modern democracies to the role of
selecting between alternate teams of leaders, soon placed bureaucratic politics
at the centre of policy-making. Instead of maintaining a sharp distinction
between politics and administration, bureaucrats corilnand a great deal of
discretion in implementing policy, and senior officials engage in extensive
negotiations over appropriate policy directions. Indeed, no serious analysis of
power in the modern state could Ail to observe the decline of parliament
relative to the administrative executive. Substantial barriers to control of the
administrative machine by popular assemblies, moreover, have been erected
around key state institutions: notably, the limited accountabiliry of the police
and securify apparatuses, and the autonomy and power of ministries concerned
with essential economic functions. The failings of the 'control from above'
model partly reside in the limited abiliry of elected representatives to gain
acrual control of the state machinery.

The democratic shortcomings of 'control from above' have been poorly
compensated in service delivery. Bureaucratic allocation of public goods par-
tially offsets the distributive flaws of the market, but it also lacks the market's
flexibiliry. The rigid operating strucrure of the bureaucracy (as Robin Murray
points out in Chapter 4 below) mirrors the rigidiry of Fordist mass production
(entailing automated production and minute division of labour). As public-
sector orgailzations grow in size, so too do the operating manuals o[ rules
and regulations to ensure vertical accountabiliry and standard treatment. Ad-
ministrative centralization has resulted in inabiliry to respond to special cases,
as bureaucratic efficienry rests upon 'calculable rules without regard to in-
dividual persons'. Here is the material basis for the clich6d criticisms of public
services: delays, inaccessible offices, short hours of service, confusing programs,
failure to accommodate regional and cultural diversiry, and so on. These faults,
it shotrp be stressed, fall disproportionately on working-class citizens, who
lack the time or contacts to speed administrative processing through the un-
official charurels available to the upper classes. The administrative machine
is least accessible and accountable to those citizens most dependent upon state
services.
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The dominance of 'control from above' tends to lead to the equation of
efficiency with cost savings on inputs (for instance, savings of $5-million from
shortening the hours of the Motor Vehicle licensing bureau), rather than ex-
pansion of the 'control from below' of user groups. The control focus preserves
the monopoly of 'policy knowledge' inside the administrative machine. One
of the least credible conclusions of the 'control from above' model has always
been that policy-makers have adequate knowledge and foresight in taking
a decision, without consulting either direct service providers or users. This
has reproduced in the public sector, where negotiation and debate are central,
the Taylorian edict of the private sector: 'All possible brainwork should be
removed from the shop and centred in the plarrning or layout deparrment.'8
Service users incvitably suffer for the failure to tap popular knowledge: day-
care centres are located far away from transportation nodes, popular library
collections are dismantled, communiry centres are open only during working
hours. Front-line workers fare little better: they are seldom consulted when
senior officials formulate new policies and, moreover, are actively discouraged
from meeting with user groups over program delivery. The lack of structured
popular involvernent means that policies tend to be designed chiefly to meet
the control needs of the bureaucracy rather than the diverse needs of users.

Inflexibility, bureaucratic inefficiency, and limited popular control have
fuelled popular rliscontent against 'control from above' administration. The
narrow democratic foundation of the modern state-with only partial over-
sight by representative institutions-provides social groups dependent upon
state services with only minimal institutional resources to fight 'from below'
the course of public-sector restrucnrring. The strucrure of management control
is central to the battle over the furure of the public sector.

Marketization of the State

The new right, more than any other political movement, has seized upon
the prevailing discontent with the 'control from above' model of the state
and suggested a way forward. The marketization revolution of the past decade
within the public sector has taken place at the new right's urging. But the
ideas behind this revolution have a longer history, dating back to the attacks
launched on bureaucratic administration in the 1960s by public-choice theory.
This view contends, as does the new right, that the dominance of the bur-
eaucracy in policy-making produces an oversupply of the 'quantiry of output'
and an inappropriate 'combination of public services'.e

The public-choice counter to administration is essentially simple. Markets
constitute the only alternative to the inefficiencies of bureaucratic admin-
istration; consumers of public services should have choices, rather than suffer
rhrough a centrally-controlled allocation of goods. This has been the logic
governing public-sector restmcturing. The state sector has been stripped of
assets and responsibilities that can be handled, more or less adequately, by
the market, ranging from airports to goverrunent publications services. Private
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services regulated in the public interest, notably utilities and transportation,
have been de-regulated to allow market flexibiliry. And activities remaining
in the public sector are being mandated to reproduce 'market-like' conditions:
hierarchical line departments are broken into competing units, and the ultimate
market instrument, the contract, is used to control the relation between service
providers and purchasers. This has been the new-right mantra: markets and
choices as the means to efficiency and empowerrnent of citizens.

The breaking apart of the administrative machine-govenrment as a series
of contracts, as public-choice theory puts it-has been integral to the new
right revolution in the US, Canada, and Britain. tn the past, hierarchical
control always left some element of administrative discretion, which additional
rules attempted in vain to control. Under the new model, discretion is turned,
in efGct, into opportunity: within the frame of an enforceable contract, pro-
ducers and purchasers have the autonomy to innovate in service provision.
For example, improved bus services might be the result not of exhortation
from the Ministry of Transport to expand schedules, but of an autonomous
agency meeting the test of market demand and consumer sovereignry. Or,
in the case of health services, competing hospitals might offer difGrent service

the of

packages to obtain new treatment facilities from a central purchasing agent
or to gain consumers carrying medical vouchers.

Such changes c^rry immense organtzational adjustments. The major pro-
posals for reform of the Canadian public service put forth by the Public
Service 2000 review of govenxnent management and services, for example,
advocate a flatter organizational strucrure and flexibiliry in service delivery
to customers. Consequently, there is an effort to 'de-layer' the number of
occupational categories and to gear pay systems more closely to performance.
The role of line departments also shifts: contracts would be tendered between
competing delivery units agreeing to meet set standards; managers would have
more flexibiliry in determining staff deployment and pay levels; and emphasis
would be placed on responsiveness to 'customers' through delegation of au-
thoriry to lower levels. One point is common across these myriad proposals:
competition is essential to innovation.

The competitive state model of the new right projects a decentrahzed,

.-
I

pluralistic, and more flexible state administration. The actual practice, how-
ever, has been quite different. [n fact, the new right has placed the public
sector in a vice: it is squeezedby fiscal restraint and expanded controls from
above, and by market pressures through privatization and performance con-
tracts from below. The fiscal squeeze has driven the effort to contain the
size of the state sector. It has been the spur behind short-term measures to
trim staff and service levels. Fiscal pressures also have shaped long-term re-
structuring. Contracting-out of services, for example, began as a temporary
policy, but now is an enduring Garure of staffing and service delivery. The
pressure from fiscal 'caps'is increasingly being used to break the institutional
power of public bodies.
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The control apex, therefore, has been massively strengthened. The balance
of power within the bureaucrary has shifted away from social delivery de-
partments to central agencies. Treasury and management boards have mul-
tiplied their financial directives as the use of contracts to decentralize services
leads to increased monitoring to ensure that perforrnance and financial com-
mitments are met. New co-ordination problems also arise as services are spread
over more agencies located in both the public and private sectors. The pri-
vatization of training fo. skilled workers, for example, has produced a large
number of fly-by-night training companies abusing funds and offering vastly
different courses, while a new central bureaucrary has re-formed to monitor
and standardtze training delivery. The idea that the discipline of market con-
tracts would do away with bureaucratic controls has proved illusory.

In addition, the goal of using the discipline of the market to empower
the 'consumer' in service delivery has been elusive. Cutbacks have meant
hiring freezes at the same time that the demand for benefits has skyrocketed.
The multi-skilling of front-line workers has helped to flatten organ:zational
hierarchies, but it also has entailed fewer workers doing more jobs. Increased
intensiry of 'consumer' processing has charactertzed the public-service trans-
action. Contracting-out for services has also in many cases meant declines
in qualiry, particularly for low-income groups and regions, as firms quickly
find they calrnot meet their perforrnance contracts and turn a profit. This
is unfailingly the case with 'public goods', such as research, parks, and public
infrastructure, that the market delivers inadequately. Service cutbacks, from
office closings to user fees to the gutting of public information, often follow
in an efTort to sustain profitabiliry.

The reliance of the competitive state on contracts means that user groups
have even less input into service delivery. As in any market transaction, users
are dependent upon their market power and alternative choices. But low-
income users have little market leverage, and contracted service providers have
no reason to consult with user groups over changes in delivery. Private con-
tractors, moreover, often maintain a nlonopolistic position, so the choice to
rnove to alternative providers does not exist. Citizen complaints to elected
representatives regarding service delivery are of little help: the delivering
agency is not accountable to line departments, and thus to representative bodies,
except in terms o[ the contract.

The 'control from above'model is being re-shaped, not abolished, by the
marketization of the public sector. Privatization
choices', but these choices raise new problems and

may increase 'customer

barriers to access. Fur-
thermore, the new right has hacked away at even modest forms of participatory
administration-citizen advisory boards, funding for citizens' groups, rights
of procedural justice-that strengthen the access of subordinate social groups
to the state. Democratic citizenship is limited to the power commanded in
the market, with all the restrictions that this entails for the choices produced
by public deliberation and political participation.
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Restoration of Professional Management

The new right has not been without its opponents. There are always deGnders
of the old order to be found. Both liberal and social democratic parties have
leapt to the defence of the 'professional civil service' in their efforts to protect
post-war entitlements. At the same time, the crisis of the public sector has
caused them to put forward the proGssional management model as the way
to restructure that sector.lo

The professional model, of course, has a long lineage, being an integral
component of the 'control from above' advocates' reliance on expertise. The
holding of an office within the bureaucracy is normally dependent upon the
holding of appropriate professional credentials. There are two additional prin-
ciples, however, that set the professional model apart. First, it is suggested
that professionals manifest greater respect for 'ethical conduct' as part of their
proGssional codes, in occupations as diverse as engineering, the law, and social
work. In addition, professionals exercise discretion as an integral component
of their jobs; and this discretion is presumed to be handled responsibly through
education and peer review. In other words, professionalism adds a form of
horizontal accountabiliry apart from the hierarchical chain of rules and controls.

It is only a small step, then, to suggest that professional competency ofGrs
a way out of the public-sector impasse. Greater efficiency could be achieved
on two counts: better-qualified staff and less need for rigid operating controls.
Indeed, it is the generally accepted wisdom that sound professional judgement
is indispensable to bureaucratic efficiency-the expertise of urban planners,
statisticians, law enforcement officers, and so on. A similar line of thinking
is common when it comes to resolving social problems. If the poor are treated
unfairly by the legal system, supply them with lawyers. [f women are badly
served by the health care system, promote women with the right credentials
into hospital administration. [f workers lack jobs, let economic forecasters
select the skills and occupations for retraining. Assembling the right group
of experts, to administer the appropriate program, is always preferable to
giving the less powerful the resources to organize themselves.

Even when the efficacy of a particular decision depends upon the input
of the 'client', the proGssional model tends to formalize this relation without
dismrbing the final rule of the expert. So, for example, policy formulation
for a new housing program might adopt 'consultadon exercises' to gather
information from tenants and builder groups, but the final planning proposals
and decisions sdll rest with the urban planning experts in the housing ministry.
Similarly, front-line workers might be trained to administer with 'sensitiviry',

to ensure equitable trearment of clients from different class and ethnic back-
grounds, but direct control over service delivery would stay with the central
bureaucracy. In either case, professionals are admonished to 'do the right thing',
and clients are expected to be co-operative and consensual.
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There are, it should be stressed, many advantages to upgrading the skills
of public-sector workers: more flexibiliry and ef{iciency in service delivery,
for instance. But professional management should not be unduly emphasized,
for the drawbacks are equally profound. First, there is little plausibiliry to
the argument that proGssional accountability offers a democratic alter-
native to either 'control from above' or 'control from below'. Professional
accountabiliry is premised on peer review. The fact that clients fall outside
the self-monitoring process objectively insulates professionals from the cen-
sure of the groups they should be most directly accountable to. And
peer pressure-whether for doctors or professors-subjectively tends to the
protection of the proGssion against the clients, whether these be patients or
srudents.

Second, it is commonly asserted that proGssionals bring a neutral com-
petency to service delivery. This claim rests on the dubious grounds that
professionals are less likely than others to abuse discretionary authoriry, and
more likely to be free from political and class biases in policy administration.
The failures of the 'proGssional fix'are perhaps greatest here. Srudies of public-
sector service delivery consistently show that professionals reproduce the social
biases that limit access for subordinate social groups. Police officers, doctors,
masters of public administration, all tend systematically to favour 'high-starus
clients'. Moreover, professionals are no less likely to abuse authoriry than
others; indeed, they are notoriouslv difficult to hold to account for mistreat-
ment of clients because the professions are self-regulatiing. Ethical training
in the use of professional discretion is a poor substirute for direct accountabiliry
to users.

Third, the centraliry of technical knowledge within the professional model
tends to breed contempt for popular forms of knowledge and involvement
in policy formation. Adding 'consultations'with client groups to professional
responsibilities thus produces little in the way of substantive results. Public
deliberation is confined to information-gathering and the vetting of politically
unviable options, rather than a process of social learning and the development
of self-management capacities among user groups. Indeed, it has been char-
acteristic of adherents to the professional model, particularly social-democratic
governments, to distrust popular initiative and control as leading to 'unrea-
sonable demands'.

By now it is well understood, and generally accepted, that the machinery
of state power is not a neutral instrument. The administrative structure and
the professional model reflect the existing power stnrcture of sociery. Ad-
vancing professionalism within public-sector management might help to defend
some of the entitlements of citizenship against levelling by marketization; but
rule by experts is no substirute for development of the self-management ca-
pacities of citizen movements that are essential to democratic accountabiliry
'from below'.
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Democratization of Administration

Both further marketization and recasting of professional management appear
to be dead ends. What is the route forward for public-sector reform that
would expand democratic control? First, the view that the administrative ma-
chine can be steered in the right direction by 

" 
reform goverunent must

be rejected. Nothing has failed social democratic goverrunents more than ad-
herence to the Wilson axiom that administration is simply a technical in-
stnrment to be put to new ends. This principle hopelessly neglects the acrual
stnrcture and limits on power available to a reform govenunent. Any attempt
to democratize the state machinery will inevitably confront hostiliry whenever
it conflicts, as it must, with the collective interests of financial and industrial
capitalist and bureaucratic elites in maintaining 'control from above'.

The centraliry of administration to the acrual exercise of power, therefore,
raises a crucial dilemma for any reform governrnent. To proceed on policy
manifestos inside the state, it must turn to, and develop, sources of political
irutiative and power outside the state. This need prefigures the agenda that
a democratic administration must set for transforming the state: a deepening
of representative democrary and political freedoms at the centre, and the
development of the capacities required for self-management and new forms
of democracy within the popular movements.ll

Shifting Pouter at the Centre

One of the most naive assumptions of the Westminster model of control
is tTrat new governments can count on the loyalry, dedication, and neutraliry
of their civil servants. In fact, if they are at all reform-minded they can .r
expect open opposition from senior bureaucrats intent on defending what they
see as the traditional interests of the state. Establishing control over the means
of administration is therefore a prioriry. The general democratic principle
is clear: po\ rer must be shifted from the administrative executive to elected
representaliyss-syen if the means of effecting this shift are less easy to specify.

Two irutiatives are a start to achieving this, however. First, ministerial
staff and new personnel must be brought in line with the ref,orm agenda.
This is far more important than relying on outside consultants, who will
always be too late and too distant from the trench warfare inside the state.
lt is also a small part of the more difficult batle: gaining control over the
economic centres of the state, notably central banks and treasury departments.
These centres will actively resist any radical extension of state intervention
and democratization that weakens therr veto over other deparrments or chal-
lenges the economic power of business. Any serious reform effort, therefore,
will require as a second step the establishment of a counter to traditional
line departments in the form of a central planning and policy review board.
Such a body is pivotal as well to developing a long-term strategic capaciry,
and to overcoming the lack of co-ordination of state activities, which locks
a reform govemrnent into a crisis-management mode.
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Even though such reforms are, on the surface, minimal, they are fun-
damental to breaking the concentrated power that the Westminster model
leaves in the hands of the senior bureaucracy. They will draw considerable
heat from the executive and the press on the grounds of 'needless politicization'
and jobs for the boys'. But unless democratic control is imposed at the control
apex, the rest of the reform program-administrative and economic-to
strengthen 'control from below'is doomed.

Leuelling the Organizatiorul Hierarclry

Admirustration within the bureaucracy needs to move in the opposite direction:
loosening rigid operating structures, pushing decision-making authoriry to
lower levels, crossing jurisdictional boundaries, multiplying points of citizen
access, and decentrahzing services. This rype of pluralism traditionally has
been opposed by the left on the grounds that central control is required to
defend against reactionary forces and to rationalize the public sector. lJn-
doubtedly a strong centre is needed for strategic planning, redistribution; and
qualiry audits. Yet it is impossible to revitalize the public sector without tack-
ling the question of organizational flexibiliry. If democratic citizenship carries
with it the right to plan and control the delivery of services, it must do
so within the actual communities in which user groups live. Local environ-
mental problems, safer public transit for women, corununity employment
projects-all hinge on a decentralized, f'lexible public sector.

Organrzational flexibiliry must extend into several areas. First, one failing
of bureaucratic administration is the information gap between policy-nrakers
and users. Departmental poliry committees traditionally work in secrpy, keep-
ing their briefing smdies out of public view. The use of parliamentary reports
and policy consultations opens the process a crack, but cabinet secrecy still
prevents citizens from scrutinizing the advice submitted to ministers for de-
cisions. A great deal remains to be done to permit freedom of information
and public deliberation. Second, task forces or 'network teams'-composed
of officials, consultants, unions, and users-will help to loosen up bureaucratic
rigidities. There is an enorrnous need to bring fresh perspectives to policy
from outside the state, and to transfer substantive control over the planning
of services to user groups. Such a shift will help to free up sectors of the
bureaucracy sympathetic to a reform governrnent and build a base of political
support amongst user groups. Third, this rype of popular planning requires
changes in operational procedures as well: de-layering of the bureaucracy,
'contracting-ih', reduction of pay differentials berween professionals and others,
and release of detailed operational figures.

Producers and (Jsers

Increasing orgailzatronal flexibiliry is one means to improve public-sector
services. A second is to develop a working relationship of equaliry between
producers and users. Front-line workers conle in manv forms-nurses, teachers,
garbage collectors. All face similar organizational, problems: they lack the

L
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operational autonomy, performance criteria, input into policy formation, and
many of the skills necessary to improvc the qualiry of service delivery. Re-
skilling front-line workers and giving them responsibiliry to work more closely
with users is an important step.

Since public-sector services rypically lack regulation by a market and price
adjustments, improving production hangs on advancing the rights of access
of users. This can take many forms. Partly it is the right of users to procedural
justice: appeals processes, ombudspersons, and advocacy bodies with real re-
sources and powers of administrative sanction to ensure equaliry of treatment.
Access can also mean simply convenience of use in terms of hours of service,
simpler procedures, decentralized of{ices, child-care support at public meetings
and offices, one-stop shopping, and many of the other 'consumer' issues that
the new right has exploited. The point of improving access is to shatter the
bureaucratic relationship of dependency and develop active associations of users.
lt is rn the kinds of relations formed between front-line workers and user

groups that the potential for a different kind of public encounter lies.

Deueloping Self- Management Capacities

Democratic citizenship depends on the expansion of the capaciry for involve-
ment in decision-making and management. This should not be equated with

,, the fashionable concepts of 'consultation' and 'parrnership' between govern-
'ment and interest groups, which cause bureaucrats to search for policies agree-
able to all the 'partners'. Such a mediation process locks in existing inequalities
of representation, making actual partnership and negotiation rmpossible. It
is a process, moreover, that is directly accountable neither to parliament nor
to citizen-users. For example, government pleads with business and union
leaders for 'industry partnerships', thereby ruling out public ownership and
workers' control, and shifting the determination of industrial policy to elites
for negotiation. The democratic principle is to elect directly, and thus make
accountable, representatives from the appropriate constituencies, and to max-
imize the abiliry of elected councils to intervene in management deliberations.

Self-management, therefore, must be looked upon as a process of developing
new forms of democracy and parallel forms of public responsibiliry. It would
involve instirutional changes at a minimum of two levels. Within the state
stnrcture itself, it is possible to extend radically direct forms o[ citizen par-
ticipation. Long-term improvement o[service delivery is contingent upon input
from user groups. lrurovation in delivery of municipal services, for example,
would benefit immeasurably from regular canvassing of elected neighbourhood
councils, each with its own urban pianner. Similarly, in a whole range of
public services, user groups should have the independent capacity to do policy
research, with core funding granted by an autonomous funding agency as
a right of citizenship. User groups should be encouraged to develop their
own plans for producing services so that they can negotiate forcefully with
producers. And to make these popular plans more than mere blueprints, they
need to be directly tied to a 'right to irutiate' policy, with user groups having
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access to enough power and resources to test these ideas in pilot projects.
ln each policy sector the appropriate decision forum will differ, but it is
in elected councils that popular majorities can be built around real negotiations
rather than the co-optation of partnerships and the backrooms of ionsultation
exercises.

Second, self-management should be a prioriry to democratize the workplace.
The great failing of nationalized firms has never lain in their ownership-
they have performed, by and large, at least as well as private firms, and
oflten better-but rather in their failure to democratize their internal ad-
ministration with respect to workers and consumers. Self-management should
also be extended upwards to sectoral national planning councils, where sus-
tainable production might acrually be negotiated and realized. In addition,
workplace democracy has a role to play within govemment departments in
terms of the extension of workplace rights, and in the election by public-
sector workers of managers and representatives for departmental and sectoral
councils.

A Redknibutiye Stnte

Public-sector reform can hardly avoid the need to raise taxes if the qualiry
and level of collective consumption are to increase. Few reforms, however,
will be more difficult than overcoming the idea that tax levels are too high
already. Deficits have found favour on the left, especially among trade unions,
not necessarily because of their economic efficacy-they have t1eir place-
but because of unwillingness to confront the tax issue. In any case, without
public ownership or restrictions on capital mobiliry, the abiliry to raise tax
loads on the capitalist class is restricted. Value-added taxes are a fundamental
way of limiting the market: collective consumption is supported by taxes
on private consumption. But public control of the economic surplus remains
indispensable. The political capacity to shift the tax burden onto the wealthy
has to be built. tnitially, solidariry within the working classes will be required
to support the unemployed and to raise the level of collective consumption.
Establishing the practical basis for that solidariry means developing control
over the public sector 'from below'.

Introducing democratizing reforms in socially unequal societies undoubtedly
raises political dangers. The economically powerful can threaten loss of jobs
through capital flight. The politically articulate can caprure decentralized pro-
grams to the disadvantage of the poor. Leaders of citizen movements always
run the risk of being co-opted into agendas set by the bureaucracy. These
are ever-present obstacles to democracy, which even attempts at control at
the summits of state power by left governments have not succeeded in pre-
venting. Political power-the abiliry to control and shape one's life and com-
munity-depends on citizen and worker movements' developing the organ-
tzattonal and deliberative capacities of self-management. In the acrual balance
of political forces that a democratic administration will face, this is ultimately
the only route forward.
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Democratic Citizenship and popular Movements

Let us not deceive ourselves, then, that public management reform, no mafter
how democratic in process and intent, can strike 

-,lo*., 
the barriers posed

by private ownership of the means of production. It is no accident that the'control from above' structure of liberai democracy also allows the powerful
to monoPolize control over the means of administration. But reforms in the
administration of the state that strengthen the entitlement and managemenr
claims of democratic citizenship put f**a.d by popular movements will raise
further demands for democratization within Uoin tfr. private and public sectors.
The task at hand, therefore, is to identify existing weak poi.rt, in the state
that can lead to democratic advance, and to deielop , .1.r. strategy for
redistribution of political and material resources to citizen and labour move-
ments.

A return of social democratic parties to power, relieving the new right
of political control over public-recior restrucuring, will do l[tle, if anythiig,
to advanc: ,h: Process. Indeed, the drift of social"democratic politics towarJs
neo-liberal policies compounds the difficulties by ceding f*.ih.r ground to
marketization and adding to the 

-public's 
disillusionmeni with pofitical life.

The new collective project, slo*iy emerging out of th. ,t^gil., fo, ,d.-
mocratization' by the labour and citizer 

-o,r.-enrs, 
has y., ,Ji"rher these

diverse strands into a collective identity and political force ."p"f,I. of chal-
lenging the new right. But this will come. And if the democratic potential
of the PfPular movements is to be realized, the administratirr. qu.riion will
have to be addressed.

/
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